Surface Acoustic Wave Vibration Sensors for Measuring Aircraft Flutter
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Abstract—Under NASA’s Advanced Air Vehicles Program the Advanced Air Transport Technology (AATT) Project is investigating flutter effects in aeroelastic wings. To support that work a new method for measuring vibrations due to flutter has been developed. The method employs low power Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) sensors. To demonstrate the ability of the SAW sensor to detect flutter vibrations the sensors were attached to a Carbon Fiber–reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite panel which was vibrated at six frequencies from 1Hz to 50Hz. The SAW data was compared to accelerometer data and was found to resemble sine waves and match each other closely. The SAW module design and results from the tests are presented here.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Under NASA’s Advanced Air Vehicles Program the Advanced Air Transport Technology (AATT) Project is investigating flutter effects in aeroelastic wings. One sub portion of the program, called Subsonic Ultra-Green Aircraft Research (SUGAR), is examining the aeroelasticity of high aspect ratio wings such as the truss-braced wing design [1, 2]. It is estimated that truss braced wings could reduce aircraft fuel consumption by 5–10% when compared to today’s conventional wings. NASA is also investigating the behavior of light-weight flexible aircraft structures using the X-56 Multi-Utility Technology Testbed (MUTT) [3], an unmanned aircraft system consisting of two center-bodies and four sets of interchangeable wings of varying aeroelasticity.

While flexible high aspect ratio wings may lead to more efficient aircraft, they may also lead to increased flutter conditions and onset of flutter at lower speeds of operation [4]. Therefore, flutter suppression is necessary for highly aeroelastic structures. Flutter suppression sensors would be a natural subcomponent of the aircraft’s Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) system and could provide indispensable data for any Prognostics Health Management (PHM) system as well.

Vibration measurement systems can be used to monitor flutter and are also important for structural health monitoring because they can be used to detect structural damage and provide useful data in the localization and characterization of structural damage [5]. Traditionally, strain gauges [6, 7] and accelerometers [8] have been used to measure flutter on aircraft while more recent research has explored the use of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [9], PZT sensors [10-12], artificial hair from CNT [13], and fiber optic strain sensors [14, 15] in vibration and load monitoring applications. SAW devices are now being investigated for flutter applications because they are small, lightweight, low power, and can be deployed in a minimal-wiring daisy-chained layout. The potential for SAW devices to operate as a fully passive wireless device makes them particularly attractive.

In support of NASA’s programs investigating high aspect ratio wings, a new method for measuring vibrations due to flutter has been developed based on Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) sensors. Small, lightweight, low power flutter sensors are desirable for inclusion in new flexible aircraft structures and the retrofitting of existing aircraft that are exhibiting unwanted flutter phenomena. This new SAW-based flutter measurement technology has the potential to evolve into a wireless passive sensor platform that can detect flutter vibrations. Developing the wired sensor presented here is the first step towards the development of a wireless sensor network for flutter monitoring applications.

II. SENSOR DESCRIPTION

A SAW device vibration sensor was fabricated on Lithium Niobate (LiNbO₃) Y-Z cut substrate. The sensor has four orthogonal frequency coded (OFC) reflector banks, each with 3 MHz bandwidth, that combine to give a total reflection bandwidth of 12 MHz centered at 236 MHz (Fig. 1). The device is limited to two reflection tracks due to fabrication constraints. Each reflector bank is uniquely positioned in distance from the interdigitated transducer (IDT) to provide a unique position in time-of-flight for each reflector bank.

![Figure 1. SAW OFC strain sensor. The tracks are shown in yellow and the IDTs, reflector banks, and electrical contacts are all identified in red.](https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20160010142 2017-12-10T00:41:00+00:00Z)
Simple strain and/or temperature measurements can be made by tracking the frequency response of the SAW device. Expansion, or lengthening, of a SAW device due to induced tensile strain or an increase in ambient temperature will result in a decrease in the operating frequency while contraction, or shortening, of the device will result in an increase in the operating frequency. The shift in operating frequency occurs because of physical changes which change the wavelength of the reflector banks and a change in the average propagation velocity of the surface acoustic wave, which is due to alterations in stiffness parameters and material density (acoustoelastic effects) [16]. This type of SAW device is interrogated by a chirp signal that is generated by a network analyzer. The $S_{11}$ (reflection coefficient) response to the chirp signal is recorded by the network analyzer as the SAW measurement. The SAW $S_{11}$ response has many rounded peaks and troughs, any of which could be used for strain measurements (Fig. 2). The subset of frequencies (236.055 MHz to 236.155 MHz) was chosen because it contained a peak within a 100 kHz frequency window. Note that the smaller the bandwidth the higher the frequency resolution for the same number of network analyzer measurement points. Also, note that the system takes snapshots (windows) of data, which are 100 KHz wide, and each snapshot captures multiple cycles of vibration events.

Shown in Fig. 3 is the sensing module utilized in this investigation. The aluminum enclosure contained two SAW devices; one device was bonded rigidly to the bottom of the package and the other device was bonded with a flexible bonding agent (RTV) in a layered fashion on top of a small layer of rubber with another layer of RTV in order to isolate it from strain effects. In past research efforts, this sensing module was used to measure strain in the rigidly-mounted device and temperature in the flexible mounted device to form a temperature compensated strain measurement [17]. In the effort presented here, vibration was measured using only the rigidly mounted device, as the particular processing used to measure vibration effects is negligibly affected by temperature changes.

The module is designed so that multiple sensing modules can be daisy chained together through serially connected coaxial cable, yielding a multi-sensor, single channel configuration. Note that the devices use RF energy for both power and signals and therefore separate power cables are not required for operation. A long-term goal in the development of the SAW sensor technology is wireless interrogation; however, in near-term applications development the use of a single cable to connect multiple devices to a single interrogator gives the advantage of reduced wiring.

### III. SAW SENSOR THEORY

The total frequency response $FR_T$ is comprised of the sum of frequency response (or frequency shifts) due to environmental effects $FR_E$, and those due to flutter effects $FR_F$.

$$FR_T = FR_E + FR_F.$$  \hspace{1cm}(1)\]

The frequency response is often used for flutter investigations [18]; however, for this work the relative phase shifts associated with the frequency shifts provide a better result.

The interrogation data from modern vector network analyzers can be delivered in a variety of formats: logarithmic magnitude, linear magnitude, phase, real, imaginary, or impedance. While the most common data format for SAW response analysis is the logarithmic magnitude response versus frequency, the influence of vibration effects on the magnitude-frequency response reduces to zero where the first derivative goes to zero at response maximums and minimums. That situation causes difficulty in the separation of combined environmental and vibrational effects represented in Eq. 1. However, collecting the relative phase of the response from the interrogator gives a separable vibrational response in the regions where the phase shifts are linear vs. frequency. In Fig. 4 a raw phase signal with a 2 Hz vibrational component (blue line) is plotted along with the low pass filtered phase signal (red dashed line) for a narrow band of frequencies (236.055 MHz to 236.155 MHz).
Figure 4. SAW raw phase data measuring a 2 Hz sine wave.

The phase decreases across the frequency range in a relatively linear manner. Filtering out the basic linear behavior of the phase response leaves a vibrational component that can be used for flutter measurements. Environmental effects are considered to be steady state, or extremely low frequencies below 1 Hz, and flutter vibrations are considered to be in the range of 1 Hz to 50 Hz for this investigation.

Subtracting the filtered SAW data from the raw SAW phase data results in the delta-phase data of Fig. 5.

Figure 5. SAW delta-phase data resulting from subtraction of filtered phase data (Fig. 4 in red) from the raw phase data (Fig. 4 in blue).

The delta-phase data clearly shows the vibrational component, which matches the frequency of the panel vibration. However, the amplitude of the vibrational component rolls off at both ends of the frequency range. To correct for this phenomena, the data can be divided by the envelope of the data. The envelope, or analytic signal, can be generated by using the Hilbert transform. The Hilbert transform is calculated by using Eq. 2.

\[
H[g(t)] = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{g(\tau)}{t - \tau} \, d\tau. \tag{2}
\]

The absolute value of the Hilbert transform of the delta-phase data is given in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Hilbert transform of the filtered SAW delta-phase data.

The SAW vibration data shown in Fig. 7 is calculated by dividing the delta-phase data by the analytic signal, or Hilbert transform, of the delta-phase data.

Figure 7. SAW vibration data, calculated by dividing the delta-phase data of Fig. 5 by the analytic signal of the delta-phase data of Fig. 6.

Passing the data through a low pass filter to remove high frequency noise and then using the Hilbert transform to detect the envelop yields a measurement that has a consistent amplitude for sinusoidal vibration signals (Fig. 7). It should be noted that this method only works to remove the distortions from signals that are cyclic in nature (flutter response) and is inappropriate for processing arbitrary broadband signals.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For this work, a Carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite panel measuring 406 mm by 406 mm by 2.78 mm was fabricated at NASA Langley Research Center. The composite laminate IM7/8552 is quasi-isotropic and is made up of IM7 fibers and 8552 prepreg material with a 26 ply thick layup of [(0/+45/−45/90)₃]₀. Details of the material properties are available in a prior paper by Leckey et al [19].

Both a SAW strain sensing module with a center frequency of 236 MHz and a Dytran Instruments, Inc. Miniature Accelerometer, model number 3035B1G, are bonded to the panel (Fig. 8(a)). The locations of the sensors are given in Fig. 8(b). Only one of the two SAW sensing modules was utilized in this investigation.

An HP 8116A function generator was used to drive an APS Dynamics model 300-C Portable Shaker-Amplifier attached to the free end of the cantilever panel to simulate flutter by inducing structural vibration. The SAW sensor was connected to an Agilent Technologies 6 GHz Network Analyzer, model N5230C, while the accelerometer signal was sampled using the National Instruments™ cDaq-9178 data acquisition system with a NI 9232 input module. The instrumentation operational schematic is shown in Fig. 9.

V. RESULTS

To demonstrate the ability of the SAW sensor to detect flutter vibrations the SAW phase data was sampled and processed at the vibrational frequencies of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 25 Hz, and 50 Hz using a sinusoidal driver signal 900mV pk-pk from the function generator. The SAW data of Figs. 10-15 have been normalized to the accelerometer data for the purpose of qualitative comparison. The results compare favorably with those from Bartels et al [20]. For the lower frequency cases (1 Hz, 2 Hz, and 5 Hz), the SAW sensor measurements show sinusoidal dynamics in the panel while the accelerometer data appears distorted. The source of the distortion in the accelerometer measurement is not certain, but is most likely related to the impulse response of the cantilevered panel and the shaker apparatus imparting distorted dynamics that do not appear in the SAW measurement due to the low-pass filtering/Hilbert transform normalization operation detailed previously. For the other three cases (10 Hz, 25 Hz, and 50 Hz), both the SAW sensor and accelerometer data show sinusoidal behavior and match each other closely.
Figure 10. SAW and accelerometer data with a 1 Hz signal.

Figure 11. SAW and accelerometer data with a 2 Hz signal.

Figure 12. SAW and accelerometer data with a 5 Hz signal.

Figure 13. SAW and accelerometer data with a 10 Hz signal.

Figure 14. SAW and accelerometer data with a 25 Hz signal.

Figure 15. SAW and accelerometer data with a 50 Hz signal.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

A new method of employing low power SAW sensors to detect aeroelastic flutter phenomena has been presented. The SAW sensor data was compared to accelerometer data taken from a cantilevered panel vibrating at 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 25 Hz, and 50 Hz. For all six cases, the processed SAW sensor phase data yielded a vibrational behavior that qualitatively closely matches the accelerometer-measured vibrational input.

Further characterization of the device is needed. Testing the sensor while increasing and decreasing frequency of vibrations has been proposed. Future work includes designing a sensing module that will impart g-forces into the SAW device independent of structural surface strain to ultimately form a “place anywhere” passive wireless flutter detector. Higher TRL development and relevant environment testing in wind tunnels and flight tests are anticipated.
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